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President’s Address

201 - 159 King St.
Peterborough, ON
K9J 2R8
Tel: 705-749-3622
Fax: 705-749-6522
www.foca.on.ca

info@foca.on.ca

This is the time to start anticipating good
times with family and friends at the cottage.
We scribble out plans for a new bunkie, and
choose the tasks that will make it onto the
priority list this year. Going to the Spring Cottage Show (with our real and imagined shopping lists) makes us realize it’s almost here.
Some of our cottage obligations fall into
the category of “important but not urgent.”
But if we don’t attend to the less glamorous
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tasks…it will hurt us eventually. FOCA feels
this way about many of the challenges we
face as the provincial voice of cottagers. We
are busy worrying about all the small details
so you can keep enjoying the big picture:
safe, sustainable waterfront living.
FOCA has established pivotal industry
partnerships to ensure the availability of affordable association and cottage insurance,
as well as legal guidance and planning advice on issues of cottage succession.
continued on p. 2
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FOCA 2011 Annual General Meeting - Summary
“Lightning & Taxes & Bears: Oh My!”
FOCA’s AGM took place on March 5th, 2011 in Toronto. What
a turnout we had: over 100 people at the York Reception
Centre. Thanks to all our members, sponsors, partners, volunteers and staff who made the day such a success.
We welcomed six new Board members, and enjoyed presentations about cottage insurance, bear safety, extreme
weather preparedness and more.
Terry Rees, FOCA Executive Director, led the afternoon’s
‘Election Year Primer’ for waterfront property owners. Hotbutton topics this provincial election year include property tax-

ation, energy and land use planning. Make sure you get informed on the issues, and lobby your local candidates to ensure our voices are heard on the topics that matter.
Visit the FOCA website (NEWS & EVENTS) for loads of
photos and summaries of the presentations and important
discussions of the day.
You can also contact the FOCA office for a link to the digital archive (audio and slides) of the event. Let us know if you
would like to attend future meetings by “webinar”—we’re
ready if you are!

Tracy Logan talking Bear Wise at the FOCA AGM.

President’s Address continued from p. 1

Property taxation remains a key file, as FOCA continues
to fight for fair taxation on waterfront residences. With the
recent amalgamation of WRAFT into the tax committee of
FOCA, there is a strong and active group of people fighting
at Queen’s Park on behalf of all Ontario waterfront property
owners.
FOCA supports the Lake Partner Program, the largest of
its kind in the world. Volunteer monitoring of low-level phosphorus means long-term trends and threats are documented, and action taken when necessary. Support for lake
capacity models, fire prevention education and shoreline
conservation are all helping cottagers learn to leave smaller
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ecological footprints.
Safe boating (including a convenient way to obtain the
needed boating licence) is important to all of us. Easy links
are available on the FOCA website, so take steps this summer to demonstrate good boating practice for our kids.
As your cottage projects are itemized and plans get underway, don’t forget to add one thing to your list: support
FOCA by supporting your local lake association or as
an individual member. It’s not always the glamorous work,
but it’s essential. A few dollars a year could make the difference for the future generation of cottage owners.
Karl Fiander, Outgoing President FOCA
SPRING 2011

The Benefits of FOCA Membership
FOCA is the only province-wide voice for Ontario cottagers
and waterfront property owners. We have all the information
you need to protect your investment in the future of the Ontario waterfront. FOCA membership benefits include:

Insurance Discounts

FOCA members (and all your association members) receive
discounts on cottage and boat insurance through AtrensCounsel Insurance Brokers. Speak to them about road insurance or directors’ liability insurance for your association,
as well.

Special Offers

· Cottage Life Magazine - all FOCA members receive a discount on their annual subscriptions
· Boats & Places Magazine - 3 free issues of this boating
magazine for individual members and association executives; all members receive a 20% discount on subscriptions and boating DVDs (use your code to order online:
FOCA); free Boater News updates for FOCA Elert subscribers.
Special pricing and discounts on selected merchandise and
services from our corporate sponsors

ning, taxation, the state of the environment and other priorities that continue to affect waterfront property owners.
There is strength in numbers; be part of the solution!

Education & Resources

Whether it’s a question about blue-green algae, MPAC or
septic systems, you will find answers in FOCA website articles, videos, news and fact sheets as well as monthly Elerts
(email updates) and printed publications. Attend FOCA
member meetings to network with other waterfront property
owners and hear from experts in the field discussing a wide
variety of topical issues.

Association Benefits

Road and lake associations access all these benefits, plus
administrative resources including affordable help with online payment processing for your association dues, and access to FOCA articles for your local Newsletter. Talk to the
office for information.

Program Support

Together with our municipal, provincial and corporate partners, we deliver invaluable programs such as:
Cottage Succession Seminar Series – legal and financial
planning considerations when leaving the cottage to the
next generation

Lake Partner program – the largest volunteer program of
its kind in the world, measuring phosphorus levels and
water clarity in lakes across Ontario
Bear Wise and FireSmart – looking out for your safety in
cottage country

BOATsmart! – discounts on Pleasure Craft Operators’
tests; learn how to become an instructor
DockTalk – resources for Lake Stewards; encouraging sustainable waterfront living

Advocacy

FOCA advocates at the provincial, regional and local levels
on behalf of our members on topics such as land use planF E D E R AT I O N O F O N TA R I O C OT TA G E R S ’ A S S O C I AT I O N S
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Bear Wise

As much as some of us would like to act like a black bear
and hibernate for the winter – we are not so lucky. As the
weather slowly warms up and we make our first visits back
to the cottage we need to be aware that the black bears will
be coming out of hibernation.
Remember to be Bear Wise at the cottage. Take the following steps to minimize the chance of attracting black bears:
1. Be smart with your garbage - Use animal proof-waste containers and only put it out on the morning of collection.
2. If you must leave before garbage day, or if you do not
have curbside pick-up, take your garbage with you when
you go or to an approved disposal site.
3. Store garbage in a bear-resistant container, secure shed
or garage. Do not store garbage in plywood boxes, old
freezers or vehicles.
4. Keep garbage smells down. Keep meat scraps in the
freezer until garbage day.
5. Black bears are attracted to foods like seed, suet and
nectar. Put bird feeders away for the summer and offer
natural alternatives for the birds like flowers, nesting
boxes and birdbaths.
6. Clean outdoor grills after use, including the grease trap.
7. If you rent your cottage, tell your tenants the importance
of being Bear Wise.

Question - True or false:

1. Black bears eat mostly plants?
2. In Ontario, black bears hibernate because their
natural foods are not available?
3. Black bears have a poor sense of smell?

Tip: While berry picking this summer, occasionally scan

your surroundings to check for bears, and rise slowly from
your crouched position so you don’t startle any nearby
bears. They may not recognize you as a human when you
are in a crouched position.
If you encounter a black bear do not run, make
yourself look as large as possible and slowly back
away while speaking in a firm and loud voice.
The toll-free Bear Wise information and reporting

Answers: 1. True. 2. True. 3. False. Black bears can smell
scents from long distances away.
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line started up on April 1. Call the toll-free bear reporting
line 1-866-514-2327 to connect with a live operator any time
you have bear problems. In a life threatening emergency
call your local police or 911.

Protect Your Water Source:

Septic System Threats to Municipal Drinking Water

Post-Walkerton Concerns
FOCA has been involved with the Province’s response to
the Walkerton tragedy for many years, as part of our role
as advocates for healthy water in Ontario. While the purpose of the Clean Water Act, 2006 (CWA) is to protect municipal drinking water sources, there are some aspects of
the Source Water protection process that also relate to rural
surface waters.
The CWA sets out the requirements for local source protection plans, which must include policies to address all significant municipal drinking water threat activities, whether
the threat is to water quality or quantity.

Septic System Threats
In terms of policies related to on-site wastewater systems
(septic systems) this means that source protection plans
must consider that it is the “discharge from the system” that
poses a risk to drinking water. The septic system itself is a
risk management, or risk reduction, measure; when functioning properly, it reduces or eliminates discharged
pathogens. Therefore, an inspection may be all that is
needed to determine whether a septic system is functioning
properly in which case it “ceases to be” a significant drinking water threat.
While the CWA may identify the need to manage the risks
from septic systems, the standards for the design, installation and proper maintenance of private onsite sewage systems (small systems contained on one lot with a daily
design flow of 10,000 L/day or less) are subject to the requirements of Ontario’s Building Code (OBC).

sary, to ensure the protection of drinking water sources.
For the vast majority of septic systems in rural Ontario
that fall outside the designated areas, the OBC also governs discretionary maintenance inspection programs that
principal authorities (depending on your area, this is the municipality or their designate) may establish.
Details of the inspection protocol and training for building
officials, developed jointly by the Ministry of Municipal Affairs (MMAH) and Ministry of the Environment (MOE), were
released in early 2011. The purpose of inspection is to determine whether an onsite sewage system is in compliance
with the operation and maintenance requirements of section 8.9 of Division B of the Building Code. Inspections may
be prioritized for systems that pose the greatest risk to
drinking water, based on factors like the distance from a
municipal well or intake, whether the system is licensed,
and the age of the system.
Inspectors can notify property owners of the intention to
inspect their property, and let them know of any applicable

continued on p. 17

Inspection Considerations
After the passing of the CWA, the OBC was amended to require the development and implementation of an onsite
sewage system maintenance inspection program. The OBC
inspection program is intended to provide a consistent
provincial approach to determining whether on-site sewage
systems are functioning properly. Systems in designated
areas (or Intake Protection Zones—almost always directly
adjacent to municipal drinking water intakes or municipal
wells) are now required to be inspected once every five
years, on a reoccurring basis. If an inspection indicates that
a septic system is not functioning as designed, the Building
Code provides the authority for inspectors to issue an order
for maintenance, replacement or upgrading where necesF E D E R AT I O N O F O N TA R I O C OT TA G E R S ’ A S S O C I AT I O N S
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Fish Netting on Ontario Lakes
When cottagers witness or hear about netting activity on
their lake, they are often surprised and sometimes concerned to find out that fish sampling is taking place. They
may wonder: Who are these people? What are they doing?
and Why are they doing this? When and Where are not
asked because the answers are obvious – “It’s right now
and it’s on our lake!” Let me try to answer the Who, What
and Why for you.

Who are these people?

In most cases, the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources
(MNR) conducts the netting, or assigns the work to private
contractors. Other netting projects are undertaken by university researchers conducting scientific studies or consultants collecting data for permit approvals. Non-governmental
sampling crews require pre-authorization from MNR in the
form of a Scientific Collector’s Permit.

Why are they out there?

There are several possibilities:
• The netting project may be addressing an issue such as a
development proposal, or may be in response to angler
concerns about negative trends in fish numbers. Netting
enables the MNR to collect information on the fish community in your lake.
• On some lakes netting is done routinely on an annual basis
of part of long-running data series. The few lakes with this
type of ongoing program tend to be very large, such as
Lake of the Woods, Nipigon, Nipissing and Simcoe.
• A third reason for netting might be that your lake is being
studied by university researchers to investigate a scientific
question about fish ecology.
• Finally, and the most likely reason that netters are sampling your lake, is the possibility that your lake has been
selected by MNR as part of their Broad Scale Monitoring
program.

Broad Scale Monitoring (BSM) is part of MNR’s Ecological Framework for Fisheries Management (EFFM), adopted
in 2004 as the new direction on managing fisheries in Ontario. There are three facets to the overall management
framework:
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1) The first component comprises a simplification of previously very complicated fishing regulations that were
unique to each of the 37 fishing divisions across the
province. Even individual lakes within one division often
had different standards. In 2008, the fishing divisions were
reduced, almost by half, to 20 Fisheries Management
Zones (FMZs). Boundaries of FMZs are defined by distinct patterns of climate, watersheds and other considerations. Fishing regulations (length of season, catch limits)
are applied uniformly within an FMZ. “Tool kits” provide
managers with guidelines for managing sports fish
species, greatly reducing exceptions from the standard.
2) The second component of EFFM is fisheries advisory
councils established in each FMZ to enable public input
into the development of management directions and regulations. FMZ councils improve two-way communication
between MNR and all stakeholders. Advisory councils are
now in place in most FMZs.
3) Broad Scale Monitoring is the third component of EFFM.
Small amounts of information are collected on a large
number of lakes. This less-detailed but more-extensive
research can be applied to guide fisheries management
decisions across the province.
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How does BSM work?

The BSM sampling design is based upon five-year cycles,
calling for sampling of more than 1500 lakes in each cycle.
Half of the selected lakes are “fixed” lakes and half are “variable.”
Fixed lakes are sampled once during each cycle. Each of
the fixed lakes supports populations of walleye, brook trout or
lake trout; these top predator populations provide good indicators of the health of cool and coldwater lakes across the
province. Information from fixed lakes suggests trends in the
state of the fisheries resource, and the effectiveness of management and regulatory decisions over time.
Variable lakes are randomly selected at the beginning of
each five-year cycle. Information gathered from the variable
lakes provides a broad picture of the state of the province’s
fisheries resource during each five year cycle.

What are they doing out there?

Broad Scale Monitoring includes the
collection of information on several
indicators about the lake and its
fish community:
• Fishing pressure - Quantifying
the amount of fishing taking place
is important because angling can
have a significant impact on fish
populations. Seasonal aircraft surveys and boat/ice hut counts provide basic estimates of fishing
patterns.
• Water quality – Water chemistry
is an important indicator of fish
habitat quality as well as the potential productivity of the lake.
Water samples are collected by
MNR staff in the spring, when the
water in most lakes mixes completely. Samples are analyzed by
the Ontario Ministry of the Environment (MOE) for a wide range
of chemical parameters. FOCA
plays a role in this work by providing a staff member to liaise with the MNR samplers and
the MOE analysts, facilitating communication, equipment
and sample transfers between the two ministries.
• Fish habitat measurements - Dissolved oxygen and
water temperature are very important in describing fish

habitat, particularly for the survival of some species restricted to cool/cold water temperatures, such as lake
trout, whitefish and cisco. During the summer, MNR sampling crews visit each lake and create a bathymetric
(depth contour) map if an accurate map does not already
exist. Water is filtered to sample zooplankton. Samples
measure dissolved oxygen and temperature profiles from
the surface to the bottom at the deepest lake point.
• Fish Community Sampling - This is the part of BSM
which cottagers are most likely to witness and wonder
about. Gillnets are set overnight to sample species at a
range of sizes that make up your lake’s fish community.
These nets are stretched along the lake bottom to capture very small to quite large fish. In most cases, fish
caught in an overnight gillnet set do not survive; however,
MNR estimates that a typical BSM netting effort over 2 to
4 nights might kill only 2% of any fish population in the
lake. (Whereas natural mortality from starvation, predation and disease ranges annually
from 10% to as high as 50% for different fish populations.) The net
catches yield an index of abundance for each species that can be
compared with all other sampled
lakes. Fish are examined to provide
biologists with information on size,
age, growth, sex, maturity, number
of eggs and stomach contents—
most of which cannot be achieved
from live fish. In addition, some flesh
samples are collected from sport
fish to be analyzed by MOE for contaminants like mercury. Results are
published in the Guide to Eating Ontario Sport Fish.
Next time you see netting taking
place on your lake, consider that
qualified and conscientious staff are
working to collect information that
informs our understanding of water
quality and fish population health
across our province.
Chuck Brady, Fisheries Technical Consultant, Bancroft

The Guide to Eating Ontario Sport Fish is distributed by the Ministry of the
Environment. Download a free copy at www.ene.gov.on.ca/environment
(search: Ontario fish guide).
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2011 FOCA Cottage Succession Seminar Series

This summer, FOCA is expanding on the success of the
2010 Cottage Succession seminar series in several new
areas of cottage country.
The FOCA Cottage Succesion Seminars offer information
and guidance to waterfront landowners who are planning
on passing their cottage down to their children or family
members. This emotionally-charged event is pivotal to the
legacy of cottaging. Whether you are already dealing with
the issue, or like to plan ahead, this seminar will set you on
the right path.
The 2011 series again features Peter Lillico, Estate
Lawyer, author and Cottage Life writer. Peter will explain

the ins and outs of cottage succession planning. He is
accompanied by the event sponsor,
(Tranter & Associates), who will share related financial
planning tips and techniques.
Seminars are scheduled at the following locations:
• Cloyne, North Frontenac, June 25th, 10am – 12pm
• Stoney Lake, Kawarthas, July 9th, 10am – 12pm
• Dwight, Muskoka, August 27th, 10am – 12pm
• Perth, Eastern Ontario, August 28th, 1:30 – 3:30pm
If you are interested in attending a seminar please pre-register by calling the FOCA office at 705-749-3622 or email
us at info@foca.on.ca.

Thank you to FOCA’s Corporate Sponsors
GOLD SPONSORS
BoatSmart Canada, Kidde Canada, Yamaha

SILVER SPONSORS
AVIVA, Cottage Life, The Cottage Show, Hydro One,
Ontario Power Generation, Whitewater Docks
8

BRONZE SPONSORS
Adopt-a-Pond, Armtec, Dock in a Box, Nature Clean,
One Stop Fire Products, Ontario Onsite Wastewater Association, TyeDee Bin, Waterloo Biofilter Systems
SPRING 2011
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Ontario Cottages & Sewage System Nutrients
This is the final in a series of three articles on the topic. Access parts
1 & 2 online at www.foca.on.ca (NEWS&EVENTS - NEWSLETTERS: Part I=Spring/Summer 2010; Part II=Fall 2010).

Environmental Objectives of Septic Systems

This article addresses the removal of sewage contaminants
to achieve the objective of ‘environmentally benign infrastructure.’
Conventional soil disposal can lead to anoxic ‘soil eutrophication’ due to excessive fertilizing of the soil by
sewage organics and nutrients. Urine and feces contain organics (C) and all the N-P-K ingredients of a good fertilizer!
If C, nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P) at least are removed
from the sewage, eutrophication of soils and nearby waters
can be minimized. Remember, lakefront property values are
linked to the health of the surrounding natural environment.
With research over the past 15 to 20 years, nutrient removal is now possible at cottages by means of basic maintenance contracts and the owner’s ‘careful feeding’ of the
treatment system. It turns out that the simplest way to deal
with N & P nutrients is to keep urine out of sewage, rather
than remove it after the fact. This is especially true in the
case of phosphorus.

Sewage-Nutrient Technologies
for Ontario Cottagers

(Related to the Ontario Building Code Part 8 & MOE)

Holding Tanks
Holding tanks are a technology akin to ‘leaving nothing but
footprints’ at your cottage: sewage, cleaners, etc. are all collected and removed off-site to a treatment facility. Manitoba
protects certain lakes with holding tanks for existing cottages, and Ontario allows them for temporary use or for existing cottages where remedy or upgrade is otherwise
impractical.
Holding tanks fully protect your soil and lake water from
sewage contaminants, but the cost and frequency of pumpouts, together with the paucity of treatment facilities, make
them impractical as permanent solutions.
Cluster Systems
Under Ministry of the Environment (MOE) jurisdiction, a
communal sewer with a single treatment plant is the norm
for campgrounds, trailer parks, and resorts on lakefront
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properties. These systems have the ability to keep sewage
away from the lake, manage and remove nutrients more
readily, disinfect, discharge to surface or subsurface, and
even re-use.
The natural environment would benefit if cottages were
grouped together in condominiums or communal resorts—
at least their sewers. Although not the classic cottage experience, communal sewers could be the best choice for
densely grouped cottages on small lots.

Primary Treatment: Septic Tanks
The treatment unit most familiar to cottagers is the septic
tank, providing solids separation and anaerobic digestion
similar to primary digesters at municipal facilities. Anaerobic
microbes digest and prepare raw sewage through fermentation and hydrolysis reactions. (Not unlike the process of
making wine or beer!) The prepared effluent, with dissolved
ammonium (N) and phosphate (P) ions and various organic
acids (C) and E. coli pathogens (EC), is then aerobically filter-treated and disposed of in a leaching field. Warm insulated septic tanks perform better than cold ones; snow
melting above the tank is a bad sign. Although a healthy
septic tank may remove up to half the organics, the remaining C, EC, and N-P components are removed only by
subsequent filtration treatment.

Filtration Treatment
There are several filtration options suitable to Ontario’s
colder climate that have low maintenance and energy requirements. Systems should biologically remove organics
to high quality ‘sand filter quality’ effluent with ≤10 mg/L
cBOD (carbonaceous biological oxygen demand or ‘organics’) and ≤10 mg/L TSS (total suspended solids). This ‘1010’ quality is essentially clear water (see Figure 1); it is not
disinfected but is palatable enough that most people would
let their dog drink it. This is the standard treatment objective
in MOE sites for surface or subsurface discharge. OBC Filter Beds are also designed to remove C to 10-10 quality
and E. coli, but remove no N or P.

Nitrogen
Ammonium, which is bad for fish, is oxidized to nitrate,
which in turn is unacceptable in groundwater. Nitrate is removed when it encounters organic matter, but organic matter has already been removed from the system by the time
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nitrate is formed. So, a portion of the niplenished periodically, presenting disposal
trate-rich effluent is collected and put back
problems. Aluminum sulphate can be
into the septic tank to be ‘denitrified’ by
dosed into the septic tank to form P-rich
sewage organics into nitrogen gas. (For
sludge which can be pumped out periodicontext, we breathe in 80% N in our air
cally, but this requires vigilant maintenance
each day.) The filter-recirculation method
and is more suited to cluster systems. In
removes 50-65% of total N from sewage
cottage country where volcanic bedrock
with very little effort. Potable water on the
occurs, iron-rich soils will remove P as the
Canadian Shield is invariably soft and uneffluent migrates down to the lake.
able to nitrify to remove N; it is much easier on limestone bedrock where the water
Septic Health Verification
is hard.
Removal of N, P & EC requires collecting
Figure 1. Waterloo effluent from resiN-removal technologies like Waterloo
filtered effluent first, rather than immediate
dences in Maryland has high oxygen
Biofilter are used on individual houses in and low organics and nutrients to help subsurface disposal. This in turn affords
Ontario subdivisions to improve ground- restore nitrogen-sensitive estuarine en- the added benefit of performance verificawater quality, as well as on condominium vironments like Chesapeake Bay.
tion. If the effluent is cloudy or dark, the
developments in Ontario and elsewhere.
septic tank is usually dead and the cottage
Cluster systems are preferred when more that 65% TN reis using too much disinfectant. (For more on this topic, see
moval is required. This is carried out by carbon addition in
Max Burn’s updated Country and Cottage Water Sysan anoxic filter or by a reactive upflow filter, but these techtems, 2010, published by Cottage Life Books.) Filtration
nologies are not well suited for individual cottage applicasystems are ‘recoverable’ in that they clean themselves up
tions.
within a month or so after the offending ‘poison’ is removed.
Verification during maintenance visits prevents expensive
Restoration
continued on next page
The Waterloo sampling from the Maryland Chesapeake Bay
Restoration program is a unique data set of third-party 24hour composites from individual houses. Water conservation concentrates raw sewage medians to super-residential
strengths of ~400 mg/L cBOD & TSS (versus 250-300 mg/L
typical for residential) and total nitrogen medians of >200
mg/L N (versus 50-70 mg/L). Waterloo Biofilter effluent from
28 composite samples has a median value of <10 mg/L for
cBOD & TSS (>94% removal rate) and >65% nitrogen removal rate. High dissolved oxygen of 7.3 mg/L and low E.
coli values of <3000 cfu/100mL mean that a clear safe effluent, similar in colour to tap water (see Figure 1), is easily
disposed of in the subsurface to help improve groundwater
and adjacent surface waters. This effect is created by simple re-circulation of effluent with little energy input. High oxygen and low organic-nutrient contents minimize soil
eutrophication. A vertical separation of 10” of clear sand removes the remaining E. coli.
Phosphorus
There is no ‘free lunch’ with respect to P removal. Filtered
effluent with dissolved P ions can be directed through a reactive iron-based medium, but the resulting effluent would
be overly caustic. Furthermore, the medium has to be re-
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continued from previous page
replacement of failed systems. The OBC Filter Bed has a
drawback, in that it cannot be verified for performance like
the proprietary filters can.

Diversion of Hazardous
& Superfluous Wastes

At the Cottage: Learning from the Experts
Prevention by diversion is the cheapest method of nutrient
removal. Large cities have the same issues of garbage disposal in sewers as our cottage septic systems, except they
have trained maintenance people onsite 24/7 and we don’t.
Stockholm Water Company’s website www.stockholmvatten.se/en/Brochures-and-reports/Brochures/ gives clear
instructions to homeowners on keeping city sewage plants
working well:
We need your help in making our waters cleaner – only
water, urine, feces, and toilet paper go into the toilet.
• Scrape or wipe dishes and pans and dispose of in
the garbage
• No strong detergents or very little when necessary
• Take medications, solvents, paints to proper
disposal facilities
Peel Region’s website www.peelregion.ca/pw/waste/hhw/
provides similar clear guidance to homeowners on the disposal of household wastes.
What the experts want for their large plants is also what
we want for our septic systems.

Mature Subject Matter (Discretion Advised!)
Saving the best for the last: diversion of urine from the
waste stream will come to pass—even here in Canada—
and the result will be beneficial to the environment.
The reason is that nutrients are so concentrated
in urine that although it
comprises only 1% of the
volume of our sewage
water, urine contains 70Figure 2. Urine is only 1% of vol- 80% of N and 50-60% of
ume, but has most of the N-P-K fer- P and potassium (K). (see
tilizer nutrients of residential sewage Figure 2) There is no
– ideal circumstances for successful
good reason to fertilize
diversion.
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our cottage lakes or soils this way.
It is easier to divert urine from sewage water than to treat
it, especially for P which is expensive to remove. A 2006
WHO report on safe reuse of wastewater states:
Diversion and use of urine in agriculture can aid
crop production and reduce the costs of and need
for advanced wastewater treatment processes to
remove phosphorus.
Urine-separation toilets are now available for the ‘pioneers.’ When properly organized and more widespread, this
will help maintain lakefront property values by keeping P
out of the lake.
But, in the meantime, remember when you are out fishing, don’t ‘P’ in the water—or on the ice!

Craig Jowett, craig@waterloo-biofilter.com

UPDATE: Asian Carp

This February, 6000 pounds of live Asian carp were seized
at the Sarnia/Port Huron border into Ontario, resulting in a
$20,000 fine delivered to an American company. This is neither the first time nor likely the last that someone will try to
illegally transport live Asian carp into the province. It is our
combined responsibility to stay alert to the illegal importation
of these invasive species into Ontario.
FOCA is a strong advocate of healthy and diverse freshwater ecosystems; invasive species are a main threat. If
Asian carp enter the Great Lakes and establish a population,
they will have detrimental effects on commercial and sport
fishing industries, recreational boating and tourism across
Ontario. The Asian carp displace native fish by consuming
enormous amount of food required by other aquatic species.
What can you do? Write a letter to the Minister of Fisheries
and Oceans, and the Minister of the Environment to request
immediate action to stop this invasive fish from entering the
Great Lakes. Call on the Prime Minister to request a summit
with the Obama administration to ensure that the short term
efforts to prevent an invasion do not fail, and to stress that
the U.S. must establish permanent ecological separation between the Mississippi and Great Lakes basins.
For Minister’s addresses and more information on the threat of Asian carp to
Ontario’s lakes, visit the FOCA website www.foca.on.ca and use the “search”
function at the upper right.
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Insurance Program

FOCA Members’ Cottage & Boat Insurance

For over 10 years, FOCA has provided risk management
and insurance programming support for Ontario’s waterfront
community associations.
Now, in addition to group liability and road insurance coverage, FOCA is pleased to announce a new program for
FOCA member cottages and boats. All the members of your
association can now take advantage of FOCA membership
pricing.
In association with Atrens-Counsel Insurance Brokers
Ltd., this program features best-in-class coverage for cottages and watercraft, designed for cottage owners, by cottage owners. Whether you have:

• A cottage you rent for extended periods of time
• An island cottage
• A magnificent log home
• New or vintage watercraft
• A seasonal or second home you maintain while living out
of province or in the USA
...we have a solution that fits.
Access the partnership that works for cottagers. Call today
for a quote and find out what you could be saving!

Bob Maynard, Broker
Atrens-Counsel Insurance Brokers Ltd.
1-877-627-6222
foca@atrens-counsel.com

FOCA Staff

Terry Rees
Executive Director
Tracy Logan
Programs & Membership Coordinator
Michelle Lewin Communications & Development
Coordinator
This newsletter is printed on Supreme Satin Coated stock. It is composed of 10%
post-consumer waste, is acid free and FSC certified at the mill.
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Raise Your Political Voice!
Suddenly this year, we are facing both a Provincial election
and a Federal election—the fourth in less than seven years.
What are the implications for waterfront property owners?

Who handles what?
Federal issues include some infrastructure and lots of funding, in addition to navigation/boating, fisheries and great
lakes/international issues. Ontario has 107 of Canada’s 308
federal electoral ridings, and thus wields a fair amount of
clout regarding national policy.
Some issues handled at the Provincial level include
health care, education, income and property taxation,
tourism, industrial and natural resources management, energy policy and most legislation and accompanying regulations. Environmental programs are funded through the
Ministry of the Environment (MOE) and Ministry of Natural
Resources (MNR), but represent a mere 1% of the Provincial budget.
The municipal level of government is technically where
many of our cottage issues lie: roads, policing, land use
planning, bylaws development and enforcement. However,
municipalities are also a creature of the Province, owing
their very existence, their powers and obligations to the
Province under the Municipal Act. Many municipalities saw
significant turnover in the Fall 2010 elections!

What can FOCA do?
FOCA represents and advocates on behalf of cottage interests, and acts as a conduit on many important public policy issues. FOCA is non-partisan; there are rarely
straightforward answers that would satisfy all waterfront
property owners at one given time. We work collaboratively
with government and other groups to advance waterfront
issues where there is a common perspective or interest to
defend.
FOCA participates in many provincial, regional and municipal governmental groups, and works with scientists and
advocacy groups to represent waterfront property owners’
interests in emerging and ongoing issues. Cottaging is an
iconic and well-loved part of our cultural fabric. We are
working to preserve a way of life, and a quality of living for
our kids and grandkids.
FOCA’s efforts are delivered by our staff and volunteers,
with your support. As a result, membership fees and dona14

Politics 2011 for Cottagers

tions are critical to finance this work of advocating on behalf
of waterfront property owners.
What can I do?
1) Write a letter to your municipal councillor, MPP, MP or
political candidates
2) Call their office, and ask them specifically what they
propose to do about your issue or situation
3) Schedule a visit with your elected official or candidates,
attend their events or invite them to attend yours. Introduce yourself if there is a meet-and-greet and follow the
tips opposite
4) Encourage your neighbours to do the same
5) Support FOCA’s advocacy efforts through membership and/or donations

Hot Topics

Some issues that are important to our
members include:
• Property Taxation
• Energy
• Mining & Exploration
• Land Use Planning
• Septic Regulations
• Asian Carp

*For background on these subjects, including a summary of what FOCA has been doing and how you can
help, visit the new “Hot Topics” section of the FOCA
website: www.foca.on.ca/Hot_Topics

“Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful,
committed people can change the world. Indeed,
it is the only thing that ever has.”
- Margaret Mead
SPRING 2011

Terry Rees of FOCA was a featured speaker on the Main Stage of the Cottage Life Spring 2011 show, discussing issues that
matter to cottagers in this election year.

Some tips to get your issue
onto your candidates’ radar:
• Identify yourself as a constituent of their riding
• Give a short explanation of how the issue affects you personally, and whether you support or oppose it
• Use facts and figures to support your argument
• Be concise and stick to the issue if you want to express
your opinion or ask for their stance on an issue
• Hand them a 1-page brief on the issue to take away and
reference in the future
• Thank them for their time, and remind them you will be
discussing the matter with your neighbours, and voting to
support the issue at hand
• Mention specifically if you want a written response, then
follow up with their office staff in two weeks if there has
been no reply

Remember:
• Politicians want to be associated with issues that will get
them (re-)elected and will show that they have done a
good job. They won’t know how constituents really feel
unless we communicate with them. Each comment re-

ceived directly from a voter carries weight, as it suggests
broader trends.
• It is part of an elected official’s responsibility to study all
available information on a topic. But don’t waste their time;
know your issue and be brief. Provide facts and suggest
solutions.
• Visit the “Hot Topics” section of the FOCA website
(www.foca.on.ca/Hot_Topics) for online links to find your
political candidates and elections information.

“Get on the map” with FOCA this year. Our goal is to sign up
2011 more cottagers to receive FOCA’s free monthly Elert.
Protect your investment by staying informed. Sign up at
www.foca.on.ca.

F E D E R AT I O N O F O N TA R I O C OT TA G E R S ’ A S S O C I AT I O N S
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Garden smart!

What you need know about cottage gardening and invasive plants

“Invasive plants” are those that have been introduced to an
area outside their native range and that negatively affect
the environment, economy, or society. Beware: in Ontario
we have over 441 invasive plant species, and some of them
are sold in nurseries and garden centres! Here are some
tips for every cottage gardener:
Right Plant, Right Place
Research plants before bringing them to the cottage. Certain plants that are well-behaved additions to our city gardens become aggressive nightmares at the cottage
because of different soil or growing conditions, the lack of
containment barriers or long periods without maintenance
that facilitate their escape into the wild. Aim to keep aggressive garden plants away from natural areas entirely.

Goutweed (Aegopodium podagraria) and periwinkle (Vinca
minor) are common in urban gardens because they grow
where little else thrives, create dense groundcover, and are
generally contained by cement/asphalt. At the cottage,
these species can quickly spread into natural areas and become unmanageable invasives, out-competing native
species and resulting in harmful impacts.

dispose of them in your municipal waste. Never dump or intentionally release them into the lake.

What NOT to Compost
It’s surprising what can still grow and produce seed after
being cut down or pulled out, especially plants like garlic
mustard (Alliaria petiolata) and Japanese knotweed (Polygonum cuspidatum). These plants can continue to grow in
your compost pile, and spread from there into natural areas.
Properly dispose of yard waste through your municipality.
Never dump yard waste in natural areas; it can be prohibited, and can further spread invasive species.

Native Naturals
Learn about invasive plants and alternatives. Research and
choose native or non-invasive species. “Native plants” are
those that are indigenous to a particular area or region.
They have evolved over thousands of years in response to
the local climate, and in association with other native
species. There are many beautiful options that can be purchased at your garden centre. Bonus: They also provide a
greater benefit to wildlife.

Yellow iris (Iris pseudacorus) and flowering rush (Butomus
umbellatus) are common riparian* garden species, however
once introduced to wetlands or natural areas, they can
quickly take over, causing considerable harm. These
species create dense monocultures of unsuitable habitat for
native species.

Hayley Anderson
Coordinator, Ontario Invasive Plant Council

* riparian – existing in the zone between land and water

Periwinkle

Water Garden Essentials
Keep water garden plants and “pets” contained. Don’t
choose fanwort (Cabomba caroliniana), water soldier (Stratiotes aloides, also called “water aloe”) or the European
common reed (Phragmites australis subsp. australis). Instead choose native or non-invasive species such as Hornwort (Ceratophyllum demersum), fragrant (white) water lily
(Nymphaea odorata) or Big blue stem (Andropogon gerardii).
When building a water garden, ensure that it is situated
well away from any natural water body so that species cannot escape into the wild. Compost water garden plants or
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For more information or to report sighting of an invasive species, contact
the Invading Species Hotline at 1-800-563-7711 or visit
www.invadingspecies.com or www.ontarioinvasiveplants.ca.
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Protect Your Water Source continued from p. 5

fees, the inspection procedure and contact information.
This advance notice gives the property owner the opportunity to be present for the event and to gather information
and records to assist with the inspection, or to undertake
remedial work prior to the inspection.

Phase I Inspections
Onsite sewage system maintenance inspections will generally follow a progressive audit approach. This means
that initial inspections tend to be non-intrusive tests, with
a more detailed inspection carried out only if concerns are
identified. Generally, the initial inspection includes looking
at the size of the dwelling, assessing whether the septic
system is the correct size, locating the system’s components and identifying any obvious or outward signs of malfunction or failure. Known as a Phase I inspection, this
initial inspection generally avoids significant disturbance
to the system and the surrounding soil area. It may include
an initial inspection of the holding tank.

Phase II Inspections
A Phase II inspection may be appropriate when the initial
inspection identifies a system at risk, or to investigate
causes of malfunction or failure. The Phase II inspection
is more intensive and can include a detailed examination
of the components, as well as testing the function of the
system using techniques like leak diagnostics, flow trials
and dye tracing tests. If the inspector finds that the septic
system is not in compliance with the operation and maintenance requirements of the Building Code, the inspector
has the option of issuing an order for immediate compliance or setting a date for compliance.
Under the Building Code, a properly functioning and
maintained septic system:
• minimizes the risk of malfunction, damage or failure of a
sewage system;
• provides adequate treatment of sanitary sewage and effluent; and
• minimizes the risk of injury as a result of contact with
sanitary sewage or partially treated effluent.
It is important to note that the details of discretionary maintenance inspection programs, including the scope of application or the frequency of inspections, are not
prescribed in the regulation. Principal authorities have the
flexibility to determine these aspects and the geographic
extent of the program themselves. If a municipality

chooses to establish a program, all residents and businesses in the discretionary areas will be required to have
their septic systems inspected.
The enforcement of the maintenance inspection programs will be funded by the principal authority responsible
for the designated areas. Under the Building Code, enforcement bodies may charge fees to recover the costs of
the inspection programs. For rural and waterfront programs, this means the programs will be locally implemented and paid for by homeowners either through a levy,
a direct charge to homeowners, or through your property
taxes.
FOCA has posted details of the new on-site sewage inspection protocol from MMAH, released in early April.

Terry Rees, with notes from MOE
Terry is a member of the Trent Conservation Coalition Source Protection Committee

For more information from MMAH about the septic inspection programs,
visit: http://www.mah.gov.on.ca/Page8820.aspx

F E D E R AT I O N O F O N TA R I O C OT TA G E R S ’ A S S O C I AT I O N S
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Another summer cottage season is beginning. As we all rush
to our beloved rivers and lakes,
now is a good time to realize
our impact on the natural surroundings. Many of us want to
do our part to promote sustainable shoreline living. But
how?
We can all become role models for our neighbours
and reach out with educational materials and manageable
direction. To help in this endeavour, FOCA has created the
Docktalk program. The Docktalk resource kit comes complete with everything you need:
• how to implement dock-to-dock visits
• fact sheets that you can distribute in print or email format
• pre-designed CD and DVD presentations and videos for
your AGM, or to post on your website
You can start the conversation. Let FOCA help empower
you and your neighbours, while raising awareness around
your lake or river.
Download the Docktalk materials from the FOCA website
or purchase a Docktalk kit online at the FOCA store. Get
yours today!
18
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Encouraging Wildlife on your Waterfront

What does perfect waterfront living mean to you? A refreshing dip in a clean, crisp lake? A peaceful evening surrounded
by the sounds of frogs, crickets, and loons?
Many of the elements of waterfront living that are so cherished are also among the first to go when development infringes on a lake community. As a property owner, it is
important to make decisions about your property that are in
line with your primary values, and actions that preserve the
clean water and wildlife communities that you have come to
appreciate.
From simple choices to large-scale commitments, take a
moment this summer to practice ecologically friendly waterfront living. Here are a few tips to get you started:

Green your shoreline
By simply forgoing maintenance on even a portion of your
shoreline (i.e., leaving fallen logs in place, letting native
plants grow) you can create valuable natural habitat for
wildlife. Turtles, frogs, fish, and birds rely heavily on the
shoreline zone for feeding, spawning, and nesting. Such actions can also contribute to the improvement of water quality on the lake as a buffer of native plants along the shoreline
will help to filter out pollutants from run-off. There are many
organizations that will partner with you to evaluate your property and provide you with valuable recommendations.
Float your dock
Replacing or installing a dock this summer? Choose options
that are easy on the lake bottom and do not impact the flow
of water. Floating, cantilever, and suspension docks are
some of the best options available.
Low-impact boating
When it comes to boating behaviour, small steps can have
a big impact. This
summer enjoy the
quiet and serenity
that come from exploring your lake in a
kayak or canoe. When you
use motorized transport be
aware of wildlife—for example,
basking turtles—and make an effort
to slow your boat speed when in wetlands, secluded bays, or narrow channels.
Blandings turtle

Road warriors
If travelling by car to and from your waterfront property, keep
your eyes peeled for turtles on the road, too. In early summer, female turtles are out searching for nesting sites and
are often forced to cross roadways in the process. Get in the
practice of slowing down along roads adjoining swamps or
marshes and especially when you spot a turtle crossing sign.
Tally up!
Turtles are but one example of the diversity of animals in
aquatic communities. Frogs, birds, and insects like dragonflies and butterflies are a significant part of the cottage experience as well. Unfortunately seven of eight turtle species,
and several frog species, native to Ontario are at risk of becoming extinct.
In addition to adopting some of the behaviours mentioned
above, help by submitting your sightings to the Toronto Zoo
Adopt-A-Pond Programme’s Ontario Turtle Tally and Frogwatch Ontario species monitoring programs. Every Ontario
turtle and frog observed is important! The data collected from
these monitoring programs is shared amongst several conservation groups and used to better protect and understand
the abundance and distribution of these animals across our
province.
Take a moment this summer by yourself, with friends, or
with your kids or grandkids to watch for wildlife. Then report
your sightings online to ensure that the turtles, frogs, and
wetlands that maintain the water quality of your lake are recognized!
Erin Nadeau, Adopt-A-Pond Wetland Conservation Programme

For more information on Adopt-A-Pond’s monitoring programs and resources
visit our website at www.torontozoo.com/AdoptAPond/

Brian Hull

FOCA Board of Directors & Staff at the 2011 AGM

(l to r) Carole Russell (Halls Hawk Lakes Property Owners
Association), Terry Rees (FOCA Executive Director), Jim Kaufman
(Kawagama Lakes Association), Jacqueline Mackey (FOCA
Treasurer; Chemong Lake), Michelle Lewin (FOCA Communications
& Development Coordinator), Bill Cheshire (FOCA Secretary;
Baptiste Lake Association), Kay Soares (Severn River Association of
Property Owners), Cliff Hatch (FOCA Vice President; Lake of Bays
Association), Karl Fiander (FOCA Outgoing President; Otter Lake

Landowners’ Association), Tracy Logan (FOCA Programs &
Membership Coordinator), Rob Cummins (Gull Lake Cottage
Association), Ivan Battye (Catchacoma Cottage Association).
Missing: Malcolm Burwash (Lake of Bays Association), Ted Spence
(FOCA Incoming President; Catchacoma Cottage Association), Anne
McCauley (Muskoka Lakes Association), Ken Grant (Big Gull Lake
East End Cottage Association), Ron Higgins (Malcolm & Ardoch
Landowners Association).

Family boating is an opportunity to enjoy, while teaching
children the responsibilities of safe boating. Here are some
ways to make it a safe trip, every time.
Wear it – Life jackets and Personal Flotation Devices
(PFDs) are the most important safety equipment on your
boat. At the beginning of each season everyone should
check their PFD and try it in the water. Put on your life
jacket, enter the water to chest depth and slowly raise your
legs. If it doesn’t fit snugly or rides up, readjust or choose a
new size. If ripped or worn, get a new one.

the off season. Remember, new regulations went into effect
on April 15, 2011. Visit the boating pages of the FOCA website for updates.
Read it – Before you go, get the kids involved in going
through the Transport Canada Boating Safety Guide (available at most marine outlets) to check the list of safety equipment required for your boat. Is all the safety gear on board
and in good repair? Review where everything is located and
how to use it.
Check it – When the trip is over, circle the vessel and clean
up. Check for wear and tear, leaks, used safety items that
should be replaced or serviced. Aim to leave the vessel in
the same condition it was in at before you left.

Children and Boating Safety

Warning: PFDs are very difficult to put on once you are in
the water. Try it in a controlled, safe situation to see for yourself why they are best worn at all times in open boats while
underway!
Carry it – If kids are going to operate any powered boat,
even under adult supervision, they must be able to prove
operator competency. Taking a course and getting your
Pleasure Craft Operator Cards is a great family activity in
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Thanks to John Gullick of the Canadian Safe Boating Council for these ideas. Whether you kayak, sail, choose a power
boat or PWC, click with www.SmartBoater.ca for more boating safety tips and videos.
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Bill 69 –Making Carbon Monoxide Alarms Mandatory

How do you protect against a killer you can’t see, smell
Laurie Hawkins, her husband Richard and their children
or taste?
Cassandra and Jordan. They died of CO poisoning when a
Carbon monoxide (CO) detectors are already mandatory
blocked chimney vent forced deadly carbon monoxide back
in some Ontario municipaliinto their home from a gas fireties. In Sudbury, North Bay,
place.
About Bill 69 (also known as the Hawkins-Gignac Act):
Carling and Sault Ste. Marie,
Laurie’s uncle, John Gignac,
“An Act to amend the Building Code Act, 1992 to remunicipal bylaws now require
quire carbon monoxide detectors in all residential founded the Hawkins-Gignac
all residences with a fuel
buildings” passed Second Reading in the Ontario Foundation for CO Education
burning appliance or attached
Legislature and was referred to Committee in De- and has made it his mission to
garage to have at least one
educate all Canadians about the
cember 2010.
working carbon monoxide
Please let your elected officials know how important danger of carbon monoxide and
alarm installed.
to urge people to install CO
this law is to you, your family, and your community.
Bill 69 would see this safety
alarms.
provision extended province-wide to every Ontario resiCO is called the “silent killer” because it is a toxic gas
dence. The bill was proposed by Oxford MPP Ernie Hardethat is colourless, odourless and tasteless. “But I can tell
man in the wake of the tragic deaths of OPP Constable
you, it is not faceless; I will not let my four family members
be forgotten,” says John Gignac. “They seemed to have it
all.
But they did not have a CO alarm in their home.”
To protect your family, you need a carbon monoxide alarm
Everyone returning to seasonal homes needs to be aware
if your residence (home, apartment or cottage) has any of
of
the dangers of carbon monoxide and fires, and to comthe following:
ply with all CO and smoke detector bylaws and laws. FOCA
• a wood or gas fireplace or range
urges all members to join the crusade to prevent CO and
• gas or propane appliances
fire tragedies in cottage country. Take action!
• an attached garage
• Install fresh batteries in all CO and smoke alarms when
• gas or oil water heaters or furnaces
you open the cottage
• Replace CO alarms every 5-7 years depending upon the
manufacturer, and smoke alarms every 10 years
• Write your local MPP in support of Bill 69, to protect all citizens in our province.
For details about proper carbon monoxide detector placement and other
vital safety information, visit www.safeathome.ca and www.endthesilence.ca.

FOCA is proud to be a new official partner of the

“Peace of Mind for Your Piece of Heaven”
cottage fire and carbon monoxide safety
campaign for 2011. For more information, visit
www.safeathome.ca/pieceofheaven

MPP Ernie Hardeman and John Gignac urge Queen’s Park to pass Bill 69.
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Watch for upcoming details from FOCA about opportunities for
members to get involved in this important safety campaign, in alliance with the Canadian Association of Fire Chiefs, the Fire Marshal’s Public Fire Safety Council, Kidde Smoke and Carbon
Monoxide Alarms, Duracell Batteries, local Fire Departments and
the Moose FM Radio Network.
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The Lake Capacity Model:

Impacts of Shoreline Development on Inland Water Quality

Lakeshore Capacity Assessment (LCA) was developed as
a tool by the Ministries of the Environment (MOE), Natural
Resources (MNR) and Municipal Affairs and Housing
(MMAH) in response to the growing need for informed decision-making regarding development along lake shorelines. LCA and its associated predictive model (LCM), was
first developed in the mid-1970s and has recently been formalized in the Lakeshore Capacity Assessment Handbook:
Protecting Water Quality in Inland Lakes on Ontario’s Precambrian Shield.
The basis of Ontario’s LCA approach is a conceptual
model, linking hydrology, lake morphometry, and phosphorus sources —whether natural (inputs from the watershed
and the air shed) or anthropogenic (human-derived inputs
from development and changes to land-use)—into a phosphorus budget for a lake. The model incorporates key input
parameters such as lake surface area, catchment area,
mean depth, percent forest and wetland, and the number
and types of shoreline residential developments. The model
is based on a number of evolving coefficients that have
been calibrated for lakes in south-central Ontario.
Lake Capacity Model
The LCM predicts the phosphorus concentrations in lakes,
since that is the nutrient most often limiting primary production in Canadian Shield lakes. In other words, the growth
of algae in these lakes is highly dependent on the concentration of total phosphorus (TP) in the water column. When
present in excess amounts, phosphorus can cause eutrophication and the development of problematic, and potentially toxic, algal blooms. Thus, nutrient enrichment is a
primary concern for lake users in Ontario’s cottage country.
One of the key goals of the LCM is to determine the maximum allowable TP concentration before lake water quality
is affected. The MOE defines this TP objective as the modeled background TP (i.e., TP of a lake with an undeveloped
watershed) plus 50 percent. Thus, a lake with a modeled
background TP of 10 µg/L would have a water quality objective of 15 µg/L (i.e., 10 µg/L + 50%). Shoreline development surrounding the study lake (and all upstream lakes)
should be maintained at a level where the water quality objective is not exceeded.
In recreational lakes that do not have a large point source
of phosphorus—such as a sewage treatment plant—do22

mestic waste from septic systems is the largest human
source of phosphorus. The concentrations of phosphorus
in septic wastewaters are roughly 200-300 times higher
than the concentrations needed to stimulate significant algal
growth in lakes!
“domestic waste from septic systems is the largest
human source of phosphorus”

Cottagers’ roles and responsibilities
As cottage owners, we have a shared responsibility to maintain the health of our lakes by limiting the inputs of phosphorus. Here are some ways you can reduce the effects of
shoreline development on water quality:
1) Replace ageing septic systems. Older septic systems
may not function properly, and outdated septics are a
major contributor of phosphorus to lakes.
2) Maintain a properly functioning septic system. Have your
septic system pumped every 3-5 years to remove the
build-up of solids and scum. If you are converting a cottage
into a permanent dwelling, be sure to check the capacity
of your septic system. Exceeding septic capacity could result in the remobilization of phosphorus in the soil.
3) Reduce your water use at the cottage. Excessive water
use is the most common cause of septic failure. Cut
down on the amount of water entering your septic by installing low-flow toilets and showerheads, and by taking
laundry home to wash.
4) Implement mandatory septic inspections. Have your local
cottage association arrange for an inspector to come to
your lake.
5) Naturalize your shorelines (encourage vegetated buffer
strips, wetlands) to help control soil erosion and the runoff
of nutrients to your lake, nearby rivers and streams.
6) Limit or buffer the number of impervious surfaces, including roofs, parking areas and tennis courts, in order to
limit runoff to nearly water bodies.
7) Adopt strong stewardship programs to educate other lake
users on ways to promote good water quality (e.g., promote the use of phosphorus-free products).
8) Encourage enhanced septic system setback limits. The
current minimum setback requirement in the Ontario
SPRING 2011

Image: courtesy of the Lake Partner Program.

Building Code is 15 metres; however, the MOE recommends a minimum clearance of 30 metres between septic systems and the water’s edge.
Adopting these Best Management Practices can help reduce the input of phosphorus to our lakes. Do your part to
minimize the footprint of your waterfront property.
Crystal Hyatt, FOCA Lake Modeling Coordinator
Dorset Environmental Science Centre

See the FOCA website (Programs/Environment & Lake Stewardship/Lake
Partner Program) for links to the Lakeshore Capacity Assessment Handbook as well as answers to additional questions about the LCM.
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Be FireSmart this Season

In Ontario, wildfire is a natural phenomenon. Over the last
several centuries, large areas of the province have been
burned over repeatedly. Lightning causes about 50% of
wildfires across Ontario and is considered the only ‘natural’
cause. However, 90% of all wildfires that start within 3 km
of our communities are attributed to human activity.
When spring arrives, there tends to be a lot of dead grass,
leaves and branches on the ground. For many people, this
means yard work and burning. For fire suppression agencies, this often leads to wildfires that threaten homes, cottages and our forests.
In spring, wildfires can move at amazing speeds under
moderate winds. A typical grass fire can travel 34 metres
per minute (or up to 2 km/hour). In most circumstances, fire
agencies cannot arrive in time to stop these sorts of fires
from causing damage to property. Sadly, these fires are preventable, and more importantly are the responsibility of the
person that lights them. Remember: if you cause a fire you
may be required to pay the costs of suppressing it.

ically occur within the last two weeks of May. In northern
Ontario, green-up conditions usually begin around mid
June. Before you burn, check with your local municipal office for burn bylaws in your area.
So this spring remember: Take Control - only you can
prevent wildfires. Explore the FireSmart pages of the FOCA
For areas in southern Ontario, green-up conditions
typically occur within the last two weeks of May. In
northern Ontario, green-up conditions usually begin
around mid June

website to learn ways to protect your property. Start using
the FireSmart principles today to reduce potential threats to
your property from any nearby fires. This work can provide
valuable extra time before fire reaches your property, giving
fire crews more opportunity to respond and gain the edge in
fire-fighting.
Be FireSmart! The forest fire season officially started on
April 1st.
Jim Murphy, Provincial Fire Advisor
Aviation Forest Fire and Emergency Management

This spring, think FireSmart when cleaning your property.
Most landfill sites accept yard waste as composting material, or consider starting your own compost pile or organizing a community compost site in the area. This is the most
environmentally responsible way to clean your property.
If you must burn yard debris, use a well-designed burn
barrel. Guidelines for burn barrel use within the Fire Region of Ontario are available in the Forest Fires Prevention
Act. If you don’t have a burn barrel, then pile your yard debris into small piles and cover to keep them dry. Wait until
the surrounding grass has started to grow before burning;
it is safer to burn when grass is green and leaves have
flushed. These conditions will slow the spread of ground
fire. For areas in southern Ontario, green-up conditions typ24
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2010 Jerry Strickland Award of Merit

Each year FOCA selects a member association to receive
the Jerry Strickland Award.
The 2010 award was presented to the Hudson Lakes Association (Temiskaming County) for their commitment to
community betterment and the local environment. The
award presentation took place at FOCA’s Fall Seminar in
Toronto, November 2010.
The award is a memorial to FOCA’s former Executive Director, Jerry Strickland, for his 18 years with FOCA and his
contributions to cottaging. This award recognizes associations actively working on the issues that Jerry fought for, including: environment, land use planning, research and/or
education, recreational boating, taxation and political action.
Congratulations, Hudson Lakes Association!
Remember: all information in FOCA newsletters is
available for redistribution with prior permission and
proper attribution. Share the news!

Bruce Taylor, President of the Hudson Lakes Association, accepts
the 2010 Jerry Strickland Award from Tracy Logan and Karl Fiander of FOCA.
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Cottage dreams can come true
Cancer Survivors Need Your Help

Seana O’Neill is a long-time cottager. She is also the Founder
and President of Cottage Dreams Cancer Recovery Initiative. This remarkable registered charity offers cancer survivors and their families a chance to kick back, relax,
reconnect and enjoy life. All the rental time is donated by cottage owners, who find the experience as rewarding as the
recipients themselves.
It has been 15 years since O’Neill came up with the idea
to share her own Haliburton cottage with cancer survivors,
as a result of her mother’s breast cancer diagnosis. She was
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certain that other cottage owners would do the same if given
the opportunity. The response was immediate, sparking the
creation of Cottage Dreams to provide time for families to be
together and recover. “Cancer brings fear and sadness,”
O’Neill has said. “Everyone in a family is devastated, not only
by the diagnosis but by the treatment.”
Cottagers know that lasting memories are made here. This
experience is such a gift, especially to children in families
touched by cancer.
This year, the charity aims to find cottage stays for 500
families. Does your cottage sit empty during the week? Share
the gift of good fortune. Contact Cottage Dreams today to
find out how you can help.
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